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,VAT) Test (Test #2), and One-Leg-Stand (OLS) Test (Test #3). He performed them on the eastbound
paved shoulder of U.S. Route 40 to the rear and driver-side of Officer Esposito's patrol vehicle. The area
was dry and adequately lit by the lights from my patrol vehicle and by spot street lighting. The area had a
slight grade, but was practically level. I directed Dare not to start a test until I explained it, demonstrated it,
and instructed him to begin it upon him advising me that lie understood it. I had no problem in
demonstrating the WAT and OLS tests to Dare.
Dare failed all three tests based on the standardized scoring procedures; see attached SFSTs scoring sheet.
The testing was captured via my patrol vehicle's mobile audio and video recording system. Sergeant
Gehring, and Officers Esposito and Rudolph stood by as I administered the tests.
On the HGN Test, Dare's eyes exhibited equal pupil size and tracking. Each of his. eyes also exhibited a lack
of smooth pursuit, Nystapnus at the maximum deviation and the on-set of Nystacmus prior to 45 degrees.
On the WAT Test, Dare, during the instruction phase, initially had trouble getting into the heel-to-toe
position by not being able put his right foot directly in front of his left foot. He placed his right foot in front
of his left foot, but it was to the right side of his left foot. Once he was correctly in the heel-to-toe position,
he had a problem in keeping his balance and remaining in the position. He stepped out of the position one
time, and leaned to his side as he did so. He also swayed side-to-side while he was in the position.
During the walldng phase, Dare's first step was not heel-to-toe. Again, his front foot was not directly in front
the other foot, but to the front and side of the other foot. He also started leaning and falling to his left on
one of the initial 9 steps forward but caught himself and did not. During the return 9 steps, he stepped off
the line to his right on step 5. He also swayed sided-to-side as he performed the walking phase.
On the OLS Test, Dare raised his right foot. He swayed while balancing and began hopping on count 14.
He hopped many times before he put his foot down and apologized and advised that there was a slight grade.
He then raised his right foot again and incorrectly started over from count one. However, he put his foot
dowirtrgr
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repeated that sequence of starting over and putting his foot down after a one count several more times. 1
stopped the test when he eventually started falling backwards and to his right.
I advised Sergeant Gehring that Dare failed the SFST's. He directed Officer Esposito to place Dare under
arrest for suspicion of driving while intoxicated (DWI). Officer Esposito did so without incident. He placed
Dare in handcuffs, behind-the-back and double-locked, and placed him in the rear of his patrol vehicle. He
subsequently transported Dare to the station for processing, and I stood by at the scene with Dare's vehicle to
await it's tow per the 12 hour impound requirement of John's Law for DWI arrests. American Auto (3113
State Route 50 in Mays Landing) responded and towed the vehicle away. I cleared the call thereafter.
See Officer Esposito's DWI and Motor Vehicle Crash reports. Nothing further...
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